call me

Helgard C. Walker
11/15/2002 11:53:17 AM
Record Type: Record

To: Brett M. Kavanaugh/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc: bradford a. berenson/who/eop@eop, helgard c. walker/who/eop@eop, brett m. kavanaugh/who/eop@eop

Subject: Re: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

Who has the qs about Haynes?

Brett M. Kavanaugh
11/15/2002 11:47:19 AM
Record Type: Record

To: Bradford A. Berenson/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc: helgard c. walker/who/eop@eop, brett m. kavanaugh/who/eop@eop

Subject: Re: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

If the circuit package is Boyle, Duncan, and Haines, they could be amenable. Needless to say, we need to resolve quickly. But what is the basis for saying he would be an across-the-board judicial conservative? I have no reason to think that one way or another outside the defense/military area -- and I know others have questions about that.
Bradford A. Berenson
11/15/2002 11:43:09 AM
Record Type: Record
To: Helgard C. Walker/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc: brett m. kavanaugh/who/eop@eop
bcc:
Subject: Re: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

Of course she's a carpetbagger, too, right?

Helgard C. Walker
11/15/2002 11:03:42 AM
Record Type: Record
To: Bradford A. Berenson/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc: brett m. kavanaugh/who/eop@eop
bcc:
Subject: Re: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

Actually, he did not go to law school there -- just college. But he clerked there for one year after law school. And is member of NC bar. Just got all this from web site with bio. It would indeed be a home run, I agree, and we have no other apparent home runs in that state. Could make Allyson Duncan go down better on CA4, if she turns out not to be a 100%-er. My instinct, however, is that this could be REAL TOUGH given admittedly sketchy connections to CA4, doncha think? Since Liddy is new, they could really bash us (and her) by saying this guy is a carpetbagger.

Bradford A. Berenson
11/15/2002 10:56:53 AM
Record Type: Record
To: Helgard C. Walker/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc: brett m. kavanaugh/who/eop@eop
bcc:
Subject: Re: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

That would be a total home run. While it might violate the normal rules of these things, the combination of (1) Liddy Dole's newness, and (2) the fact that will be obvious to everyone that this is one of the President's guys might make it go down ok.

Helgard C. Walker
Record Type: Record
To: Brett M. Kavanaugh/WHO/EOP@EOP, Bradford A. Berenson/WHO/EOP@EOP
cc:
Subject: For 3rd (?) CA4/NC vacancy...

Jim Haynes, now DOD GC, is interested in this, I think. John Yoo forwarded his resume to me. He would be a "star" apptmt, and indeed the only one I can think of for a possible 3rd spot in NC. He is not from NC, however; he went to college and law school there and is a member of the bar. Would be a stretch -- do you guys think it's plausible??!!